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Prefatory Note
It is a pleasure to offer readers of the SAHS Review two exceptionally
informative pieces. Professor_D. Crosby's comparative essay features Benjamin
Franklin and Heinrich Zschokke which he presented in October 1993 at the SAHS
annual meeting in Philadelphia. Walter Angst offers an insightful sketch of Swiss
Bauemmalerei, of which he is himself an expert and disciplined practitioner.
(Unfortunately, the costs proved too prohibitive to reproduce his illustrations in
color.)
. Two reviews complete this issue.

The Correspondence of H. M.

Muhlenberg, an influential Lutheran pastor in eighteenth century Pennsylvania
and a contemporary of the Swiss Reformed pastor Michael Schlatter, is being
published by Picton Press, whose energetic president is Lewis Bunker Rohrbach,
C. G. Professor Don Heinrich Tolzmann, the author of the review, is President
of the Society for German American Studies and a special friend of the SAHS.
Professor Sabine Jessner, former SAHS President, justly praises A Very Civil
War, a lavishly illustrated book that will make an exceptional holiday gift, since
it features not only the war, but also gives much insight into Swiss culture and
the Swiss national character.
With best wishes for a rewarding holiday season,

Leo Schelbert, Editor
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I.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN AND HEINRICH ZSCHOKKE

Donald H. Crosby

History has not seen fit to couple the names of Benjamin Franklin and
Heinrich Zschokke. To attempt to do so at this 1ate date, then, may well suggest
dilettantism or even charlatanry. ·What can be said in defense of what might seem
to be a whimsical coupling, one which flies in the face of time-tested historical
judgment? To proceed logically: one begins, as an American, with a study of
colonial history before, during, and after the Revolution, where one very quickly
encounters the towering figure of Benjamin Franklin. Then, as a student of Swiss
history and culture, one turns to the history of Switzerland during the turbulent
Napoleonic era, a time which saw Switzerland being torn between allegiance to
Hapsbu!g Austria and Napoleon's Helvetic Republic;_here one finds, looming
large, the no less towering figure of Heinrich Zschokke.
Thousands of miles and the better part of a generation separated these two
men, who almost certainly .never heard of one another, although each was famous·
beyond the borders of his country in his own time, and although their lives shared
a common chronological frame of some twenty years.

This is perhaps an

unpromising beginning: two men, each outstanding in his time, living within a
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discrete historical era, but separated by distance, language, and disparate political
goals. It is only upon closer scrutiny and reflection that certain parallels in the
lives of the two men appear, some rather remarkable "coincidences" which now
narrow the distance between them. Each man lived much beyond the usual life
span for his time and packed his years with an awesome quantity and variety of
accomplishment. Each was a scientist of note who gave special attention to the
mystifying phenomenon of electricity; each was a pedagogical theorist and
pioneer in public education; each was a highly successful author who aimed at
enlightening -- and entertaining -- what is now called "the common man"; each
was a champion of the rights of the handicapped; each was a diplomat of rare
skills who gained wide admiration outside his native land; and finally, each was
so instrumental in shaping the political structure of his country that he. merited the
title of "Founding Father."
A brief resume of the lives of Franklin and Zschokke, respectively, brings
the parallels between them into sharper focus. Born in Boston in the year 1706,
Benjamin Franklin was the 15th of 17 children born to hard-working, God-fearing
parents. With so many mouths to feed, Benjamin's father could not afford the
luxury of keeping his obviously gifted son in school, so the 10-year-old boy was
put to work cutting wicks and melting tallow in the family soap-and-candle shop.
Compelled by necessity to end his formal schooling, young Franklin took his

.

education into his own hands, and thus began a love affair with books, and with
knowledge, that was to last a long lifetime.
With patience and thoroughness the boy taught himself the basic principles
of algebra and geometry, navigation, grammar, logic, and the natural and
physical sciences.

Franklin's father was sensible enough to see that his

autodidactic son would be better off in a trade more congenial to his love of
books than tallow-melting, and at the age of twelve young Benjamin was
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apprenticed to his brother James, a printer. This was, in today's parlance, a wise
career decision.

Far from finding type-selection and type-setting a chore,

Franklin developed what was to be a lifelong fascination with the craft of
printing. Printing the words of others soon led to the desire to print his own
words, and while still a teenager Franklin was the author, under a pseudonym,
of short articles which he surreptitiously slipped under the door of his brother's
print shop, where they were duly published. At the age of 17, tired of incessant
quarrels with his older brother, Franklin ran away to the city which, at that time,
was the largest in the British colonies: Philadelphia. As Franklin told the tale,
he trudged up Market Street with a Dutch dollar in his pocket, carrying one loaf
of bread under each arm while eating the third! [l].
By the age of 24 Franklin was the owner of his own print shop, but well
·before that his expertise in printing had motivated his employers to send him to
London to buy printing presses.

Braving the unimaginable rigors of Atlantic

crossings on primitive ships, Franklin could hardly have foreseen the time when
he would be crossing the Atlantic on missions of far greater import than the
purchase of printing equipment.

From printing it was but a short step to

publishing, and Franklin was soon known throughout the Colonies as the
publisher of The Pennsylvania Gazette, the popular and prosperous newspaper
which was to survive under the eye -- and the pen -- of its founder until 1766.
Yet Franklin achieved even greater success with his Poor Richard's Almanac,
which he wrote and published annually from 1733 until 1758. The fame of the
Almanac rested mainly on the wise and witty- sayings Franklin scattered through
each issue. We still use them today, probably without knowing that Franklin was
the author,

for example, of:

"Early to bed, early to rise, makes a man healthy,

wealthy, and wise."
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Although Franklin did not actively seek public service, it was inevitable
that a man of his obvious abilities would stand out among the relatively small
pool of talent available in pre-revolutionary times.

For better or for ·worse,

- Franklin must be regarded as the spiritual godfather of the current U.S. Postal
Service.

First appointed Postmaster of Philadelphia, he became Deputy

Postmaster General for all the colonies in 1757. That neither rain, nor sleet, nor
snow stay our letter carriers from their appointed rounds is largely due to
Franklin's initiatives, which also included the expediting of overseas mail.
Within his adopted city of Philadelphia, Franklin fought for improvements
which went far beyond the regular delivery of mail. He established the world-' s
first subscription library; he organized a fire department; he reformed a lax and
ineffective police force; he brought street lights and pavements to what had been
dark, dirty, and dangerous streets; he founded the American Philosophical Society
to bring thinkers together; he helped found the first school for higher education,
which was to grow into the University of Pennsylvania. Taking· his achievements
all in all, it is not too much to credit Franklin with having transformed
Philadelphia into the most advanced city in the thirteen colonies.
But now it is time to tum to Franklin the scientist. In 1752 he flew a
homemade kite during a thunderstorm, and proved that lightning is a form of
electricity.

Ever the practical man, Franklin promptly tamed lightning by

inventing the lightning rod and urged his fellow citizens to use this device to ward
off the deadly fires which were the scourge of the day. The name Benjamin
Franklin, already well known in the colonies, now became equally well known
in France and England, where h~ was widely revered as the man who had
"invented" electricity.
electricity.

But Franklin's scientific interests ranged far beyond

He became the first scientist to study the movement of the Gulf

Stream in the Atlantic Ocean; he invented the fuel-saving Franklin stove. It is
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Franklin we bless -- or perhaps curse -- for the invention of bifocal eyeglasses;
he was a pioneer in the understanding of ventilation as a means of inhibiting the
spread of disease; and he even campaigned for the introduction of daylight saving
time.
Yet Benjamin Franklin, for all his prescience and his future-oriented
thinking, could not be aware that the everyday events of which he was so much
a part were leading, inexorably, to a convulsive change that even his sharp,
bifocal vision could not foresee: the violent, bloodstained divorce between the
colonies and the motherland which would lead to the establishment of the United
States of America. The man who was to become the greatest diplomat of his era
began at the grass roots of international conflict, so to speak, when he was thrust,
willy-nilly, into the unaccustomed role of a military advisor and logistical planner
during the French and Indian

War.

In 1757 Franklin was sent by the

Pennsylvania legislature to England to represent the colonies in a tax dispute with
the "proprietors," who were the descendants of William Penn living in England.
Not until 1760, however, did Franklin succeed in steering a bill through
Parliament which was acceptable to both parties.

His work done, Franklin

remained ·in England for most of the next 18 years as a sort of unofficial
ambassador and spokesman for the colonial point of view. It was during this time
that he became engaged in a struggle which was to lead to one of the high points
of his career: his battle for the repeal of the hated Stamp Act. It was Franklin's
unyielding position on the issue of "taxation without representation" which led to
the grudging repeal of the act in 1766.

By

the time Franklin returned .to Philadelphia in May of 1775, political

relations between Great Britain and the colonies had grown steadily worse, to the
point that Franklin himself, as the most conspicuous representative of the
Colonies, was branded persona non grata in England and even placed under the
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threat of arrest. Although he still felt bound to the mother country through his
long years of residence and his many friends in both political and scientific
circles, Franklin immediately put his enormous energy to work on the colonial
cause. Elected to the Second Continental Congress, he submitted a Plan of Union
which became the basis for the Articles of Confederation. As one might expect
of the remarkable Founding Father, Franklin helped draft the Declaration of
Independence and was, of course, one of its signers.

It was in 1776, however, that Franklin set forth on the most important
mission of his life.

With the war not going well, Congress sent the now

experienced diplomat to F:rance in the hope of winning over that country for the
colonial cause. Congres~ could hardly have chosen a better man for the job.
Franklin had long been celel>rated in France for his scientific accomplishments,
especially his harnessing of electricity, and his very name had gone into the
French language as a household word. Yet Franklin needed all his diplomatic
skills, including a charm which endeared him to all classes -- and to both sexes - to persuade France to aid the colonies at the risk of provoking a war of its own
with the mighty neighbor across the Channel.

Despite the rather formidable

obstacle of having a British spy in his closest circle of confidants -- today we
would call the gentleman in question a "mole" -- Franklin was able to persuade
his resolutely neutral host to supply the beleaguered colonies with desperately
needed munitions and other war material. [2]
Not until 1778, after the American victory at Saratoga, did the reluctant
French sign a treaty of allegiance with the rebellious colonies. Even then there
were formidable obstacles to be overcome, and it fell to Franklin to arrange the
transportation for those French officers, soldiers, guns, gifts, and money which,
as historians agree, tipped the balance of the war and brought the Americans their
hard-fought independence. Appropriately enough, Franklin then helped draft the
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Treaty of Paris which formally ended the· Revolutionary War. Yet niuch work
still lay ahead, since not only Great Britain but also France and Spain had
interests in the American colonies, and Franklin needed all his tact, his power of
persuasion, his mastery of the art of compromise -- in short, all his well-honed
diplomatic skills -- to shape a treaty which satisfied the disparate self-interests of
all the parties. In 1785, two years after he had affixed his now-famous signature
to the Treaty of Paris, Franklin bade a final farewell to France, which like Great
_Britain before it, had become an adopted homeland, and returned to the new
country he had been so instrumental in creating.
Few men have ever been more deserving of an honorable and restful
retirement, yet -Franklin immediately put himself at the service of the fledgling
nation. As de facto governor of Pennsylvania, he represented the s~te at the
Constitutional Convention of 1787, which met in Independence Hall to draft the
Constitution of the United States. Although the oldest delegate present, and often
debilitated by painful illnesses, Franklin used his wit, wisdom, and common sense
to bring opposing factions together and to focus their energies on the common
goal. Largely through Franklin's efforts the so-called "Great Compromise" was
forged, out of which grew the two-house Congress which serves us today. In his
last formal speech, Franklin appealed to his fellow delegates for unanimous
support of the Constitution.
It was only a just reward for his unparalleled service to the new country
that Franklin lived long enough not only to see Washington's inauguration as the
first president of the United States, but also the nation's first years under the
viable Constitution he had helped to create. Although Franklin's roots lay deep
in the colonial past, his fading gaze was still fixed on the future.

Almost

incredibly, at the age of ~2, Franklin accepted the presidency of the first anti.slavery society in America, and his last public act was to sign an appeal to
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Congress calling for the speedy abolition of slavery.
"Benjamin Franklin, printer" -- as he modestly described himself in his
last will and testament -- died on the night of April 17, 1790, at the age of 84.
To the city of Philadelphia he bequeathed the sum of $5,000, a gift which lives
on in this city in the form of the scientific institute which bears his name, the
Franklin Institute. His real monument, however, can be found in those words of
George Washington which the first president addressed to Franklin in a letter of
1789: "If to be venerated for benevolence, if to be admired for talents, if to be
esteemed for patriotism, if to be beloved for philanthropy, can gratify the human
mind, you must have the pleasing consolation that you have not lived in vain."

It was in March of 1771, a time which found Benjamin Franklin in
England carrying on pre-revolutionary negotiations regarding the Stamp Act, that
Johann Heinrich Daniel Zschokke was born in Magdeburg, Prussia, ·into a large
and fairly prosperous family. Orphaned at an early age, he soon found himself,
like Franklin, in the care of an older brother who was already an established
tradesman and who was only too eager to save money by taking his younger
sibling out of school and placing him behind an apprenti~' s bench. If physical
escape from the stifling atmosphere of his brother's home was impossible, there
remained one avenue open to freedom of another kind.

Neither threats nor

punis~ments inhibited young Zschokke from smuggling forbidden books into his
room, and by the light of a candle hidden in a hollowed-out turnip he began the
voracious reading which was to become the habit --and the joy -- of a lifetime.
Like Franklin, Zschokke thus became an autodidact, and this taste of the •
forbidden fruits of learning whetted his appetite for further self-improvement. At
the age of 12, exasperated by the unyielding hostility of his foster parents, he
took the unusual step of going over their heads and bringing his plea for a proper
education directly to the head of the Guardianship Office.
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This bold tactic -- almost unthinkable at a time when adolescents of both
sexes were supposed to be seen but not heard and were kept in line though
ti

ti

routine beatings -- proved effective: within a f~w days Zschokke was transferred
to the home of a more congenial guardian and enrolled in a Gymnasium. Despite .
his late start and his reputation within the family of being a "slow learner,"
Zschokke proved to be a brilliant student and was soon at the head of his class.
By the time he was 17 he felt fully prepared to continue his studies at a
university, but this time his guardian was unwilling to expose his youthful charge
to the pressures of university life, and denied him both the required permission
and the necessary funds.
Turning necessity into a virtue, Zschokke used the enforced waiting period
into what in German is called a Wanderjahr, a rite of passage favored by young
Germans both in fiction and in real life. One Wanderjahr somehow stretched into
a second, and a summary of Zschokke's adventures over these two years, which
included employment as a part-time playwright, reads like a chapter out of
Goethe's Wilhelm Meister's Am>renticeship. Yet Zschokke never lost sight of
his serious goals during his vagabond years, and in his autobiography he recalls
how he gradually turned away from "this rabble of lazy apprentices, runaway
wives, prodigal sons, sentimental girls, and worthless students" and found solace
again in his beloved books. [3]
But now Zschokke was nineteen, old enough, in the eye of his guardian,
to withstand the rigors -- and the temptations -- of university life. Matriculated
at the University of Frankfurt an der Oder, Zschokke registered for lectures in
theology, philosophy, and law.

Although he found most of the lectures

unimaginative and boring, Zschokke's academic abilities so impressed his
professors that he was encouraged to complete a doctorate in theology and to
accept an appointment at the university as a Privat-Dozent, or unsalaried lecturer.
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Hence at the age of 22 the erstwhile "slow learner" was lecturing at the university
level on critical theology, aesthetics, and moral philosophy.
Yet Zschokke, like Franklin, was too much a man of action, a man of
deeds, to restrict himself to the placid life of a university professor. Like the
older American, Zschokk:e wielded a pen that was both precocious and facile. In
Zschokke' s case, however, it was the make-believe world of the theater, rather
than the arena of politics, which first fired his imagination. Even before entering
the university Zschokke had published a play, now long forgotten, and at the
insistence of close friends he completed the draft of a second play called Abellino
the Great Bandit. Although Zschokke later deprecated the blood-and-thunder
drama as being little more than a pot-boiler-, the play immediately caught the
public's fancy; like Goethe's Gotz von Berlichingen, it made its author famous
virtually overnight.
Characteristically, Zschokke did not allow the success of Abellino to go
to his head. Although he continued to write adventure stories ·during his tenure
at Frankfurt, he nevertheless directed most of his energies toward the preparation
for a full-time professorship. Despite his popularity as a lecturer, however, he
was turned down as a candidate for · a permanent teaching chair -- probably
because of his outspoken support of the French Revolution - and in 1795 he sold
his books and his furniture and thus freed himself for another Wanderjahr. Yet
this Wanderjahr bore little resemblance to the carefree years of vagabondage he
had enjoyed in his pre-student_days. Rather to his chagrin, Zschokke discovered
that his reputation as the author of Abellino had preceded him to Berlin, Leipzig,
Bayreuth, and every ·other German city that could boast of a stage -- as virtually
every German city could.
Although Zschokke enjoyed the new acquaintances he made everywhere,
he found it impossible to settle down; it was as if some force was drawing him
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ineluctably southward. Years earlier, in one of his foster homes, he had gazed ·
longingly at a map of Switzerland and wondered whether his travels would ever
take him beyond the walls of Magdeburg to this distant alpine paradise. Upon
reaching the shores of Lake Constance, Zschokke felt that his youthful dreams
were about to be realized. In his autobiography, written 50 years later, Zschokke
recalled the exhilaration he had felt at his first glimpse of the "giant piles and
summits of the Alps, with their towers of icy peaks and fields of silver.. "; He
recalled, too, his first steps on the "dear adopted soil," and how he literally
kissed the ground of this "rocky fortress of freedom." [4]
Zschokke was at first enchanted by his travels through what he called "the
promised land," the beauty of which made his Prussian homeland seem drab by
comparison. . Yet the keen-eyed observer soon discovered that Switzerland was
far from a paradise, or even a "rocky fortress of freedom." The mountains and
valleys which gave the land its beauties also impeded mobility and bred insular
attitudes. Even in cosmopolitan areas Zschokke found a distressing cleavage
between "haves" and "have-nots" and was appalled to learn that the
underprivileged suffered deprivations reminiscent of serfdom.

Clearly, this

flawed country was suitable only as a way-station on a larger journey, certainly
not as a new Fatherland. So Zschokke once again packed his bags and set off for
France, the site of the Revolution which had once so inflamed his imagination.
Predictably, he was disillusioned to find that despotism and anarchy now reigned
in place of royalty and entrenched privilege. Sadly, the young idealist now made
plans for a pilgrimage to Rome, not out of religious conviction but more in the
spirit of Goethe's artistic journey to Rome some years earlier.
Destiny had other plans for Heinrich Zschokke.

Passing through

Switzerland on his way to Rome in 1796, he visited the Seminar Reichenau -- a
boarding school for boys at the Gymnasium level -- near Chur in the Canton of
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Graubiinden. Although a university-level teacher by training, Zschokke took a
keen interest in pedagogy at which would today be called the primary and
secondary level, an interest which was at least in part spurred by unpleasant
memories of the canings and rote memorization which had blighted his own early
school years.

As change would have it, the Seminar was looking for a new

director, and despite his lack of experience in school administration, the energetic
young Prussian seemed to fill the bill. With a free hand to revise the curriculum
and to pioneer new methods of instruction, the new director raised morale at the
school so quickly that after a year enrollment increased fivefold. As Zschokke's
reputation grew, so did his attachment to his new homeland, so that neither his
postponed art studies in Rome nor the belated offer of a professorship from his
German alma mater could tempt him to leave Graubiinden. In 1798 Zschokke
was awarded Swiss citizenship, an honor rarely bestowed upon foreigners.
In the course of a long lifetime Zschokke' s extraordinary accomplishments

as a pedagogue and educator would attain heights comparable to those reached by
the founder of the University of Pennsylvania. But now political events were
intervening which were to test Zschokke' s talents in an entirely different arena.
Graubiinden, the largest canton in the Swiss Confederation, .was caught up in a
political tug of war between Nat,oleon and the Austrian House of Hapsburg.
Eager to see the western part of Switzerland under French hegemony, Napoleon
sent his troops across the border to form the Helvetic Republic. Austria, for its
part, brought whatever pressure it could to keep as many cantons as possible
within the Austrian sphere of influence. Zschokke's idealism and sympathy with
the oppressed led him to support Napoleon's initiative, but in a plebiscite, the
majority of his fellow citizens rejected the Helvetic Republic in favor of continued
ties with Austria. Vilified as a traitor and with a price on his head, Zschokke
was forced to flee for his life, much the same as Franklin had had to flee England
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a quarter of a century earlier.
Undaunted, Zschokke settled in Aarau, a picturesque town located just
west of Zurich, which had become the provisional capital of the Helvetic
Republic.

Like Franklin, Zschokke had a natural affinity for printing and

publishing, and soon he was editing a weekly newspaper that was to become so
popular that it would outlive its founder.

Called Der aufrichtige und

· wohlerfahrene Schweizer-Bote (The Honest and Experienced Swiss Messenger),
the weekly was often the only source of information available to a population
which was isolated by the very mountains and valleys whic.h gave their homeland
its beauty. Zschokke used the Schweizer-Bote initially to disseminate his populist
manifesto, but later the popular weekly -- which was written in a language
designed to make it accessible to all classes -- brought to its readers the wit and
·wisdom, the hints and homilies, yes, and even the kitchen recipes which made it
a Swiss version of Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanac. [5]
The political acumen displayed by the young editor of the Schweizer-Bote
did not go unnoticed, and in 1799 Zschokke was appointed governor of the
Canton Waldstatten. Considering the fact that Zschokke was still in his twenties
and had only recently settled in Switzerland, this amounted to an astonishing vote
of confidence on the part of the regional authorities. Their confidence was not
misplaced.

Despite his youth Zschokke proved so adroit at negotiation and

conciliation that he became a sort of minister-at-large to the cantons of Tessin and
Basel. It was in this capacity that he developed the diplomatic skills which, in
his lifetime, were matched only by Franklin and Metternich. The task he faced
in Waldstatten was a difficult one: to restore order and security to a canton which
had been ravaged and plundered by French troops._ Against all odds, Zschokke
succeeded. Combining common sense with tact, but ready to risk bold initiatives,
the new minister was able to 9pen dungeons, free political prisoners, and
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persuade refugees to return home.

Initially suspicious of this energetic

newcomer, the French occupiers quickly realized that they were dealing with a
decent and fair-minded man. Thus reassured, the reigning authorities gave him
a free hand in rebuilding the devastated canton.
Tirelessly Zschokke worked to raise money for the war-tom territory, and
through his appeals to donors both within and without Switzerland, the
considerable sum of 34,000 francs was made available for war relief. No detail
was too small for Zschokke's attention, and soon the minister-at-large was taking
an active part in the reforming of the canton's schools, agriculture, and forestry.
To secure a better future for the impoverished canton, Zschokke was instrumental
in importing new industries, especially those specializing in processing work for
manufacture.
In May of 1800, with his mission in Waldstatten accomplished, Zschokke
was dispatched to the Catholic canton of Tessin, where once again it was his task
to put an end to wanton plundering and to restore civic and economic stability to
a ravaged province. Salt and grain exports from Italy that were vital to the
welfare of the population had been interrupted by the fighting; Zschokke saw to
it that the trade was promptly resumed.

To ward off a threatening famine,

Zschokke took a bold step: he ordered a dam built on the Tessin River. This
innovation brought a double bounty to the canton's inhabitants: not only would
they no longer be end~gered by the river's annual inundations, but much-needed
farmland was gained for cultivation.
To complete these near-miracles took Zschokke all of four months; then
the crack trouble-shooter was sent north again, this time to Basel, where a
citizen's protest a_gainst heavy taxes had brought the canton to the brink of a civil
war. On the night of October 5 the newly-appointed governor walked unarmed
into the camp of the rebels, where 2,000 militiamen, with weapons at the ready,
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were waiting for the signal to attack.

Zschokke' s diplomacy and gifts _for

conciliation and compromise were never more sorely tested, but by the time dawn
broke he had succeeded in resolving the impasse. He thus saved the city, singlehanded, from what had seemed to be an inevitable bloodbath. Building upon this
fragile foundation of good will, Zschokke managed to put an end to plundering,
restore order, and placate rival factions. Soon, the citizens of Basel were once
again plying their trades and living together in harmony.
By any standards, Zschokke's accomplishments in the area of politics and
diplomacy deserve to be labeled extraordinary. How many men, in or out of
public office, have achieved so much in so short a time? Zschokke's performance
is all the more amazing when one reflects that, like Franklin, who was of course
a printer and postmaster by profession, Zschokke had not been trained as a
politician or diplomat but as an academician. But unlike Franklin, who at the
time of his greatest diplomatic triumphs at least had the wisdom of age, Zschokke
was under thirty and a virtual stranger in an adopted land when he worked his
diplomatic wonders.
Zschokke' s unremitting efforts as a diplomat were crowned in 1801 by the
Treaty of Luneville, which seemed to guarantee Switzerland the right to shape its
own destiny. But when, at Napoleon's instigation, the treaty was undermined by
selfish oligarchs within Switzerland itself, Zschokke resigned his diplomatic
offices and resumed his career as an author and publisher. The pent-up literary
· energies now released produced not only a flood of fiction, but also serious
articles and monographs devoted to recent Swiss history.
Like Franklin, Zschokke had a lifetime interest in the practical side of
printing and publishing, and in 1804 he encouraged Remigius Sauerlander to
move his publishing business from Basel to Aarau, where it stands until the
present day. [6] Already established as a statesman, historian, pedagogue, and
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master of several genres of fiction, Zschokke turned his inquiring mind to
science. Much as Franklin had speculated about the possibility of.a gulf stream
during his tedious ocean crossings, Zschokke now focused the eye of scientific
inquiry on the mountains and woods which had so beguiled him when he had first
set foot on Swiss soil The _agile mind and facile pen which had served him so
well thus far in life did not fail him when he decided to publish his scientific
findings.

A series of studies on the subject of forestry quickly won him the

unofficial title of Der Waldam, or the "forest doctor," an honor which was
formalized by his appointment to the Forest and Mountain Commission of the
Aargau.
Zschokke rarely did things half-way, and this new preoccupation with
nature and with science soon led him along other paths of scientific inquiry. In
addition to forestry, the sciences of geology, physics, chemistry, and botany
captured his interest, and in good time, seven volumes dedicated exclusively to
his scientific writings eventually bore the imprimatur of the Sauerlander Verlag.
Two of his scientific papers deserve special mention, since they are entitled,
respectively, "On Some Phenomena of Lighting," and "Directions for the Proper
Use of Lightning Rods." Here is one instance where the paths of "Franklin the
scientist" and "Zschokke the scientist" not only ran parallel but actually
converged! So prolific were Zschokke's writings -- scientific, historical, political,
and fictional -- that by the time he reached his mid-fifties his collected works,
published of course by Sauerlander, filled over forty volumes. [7]
With the defeat of Napoleon in 1813 a wave of political reaction began to
spread through Switzerland. Swiss liberals, appalled by the threat to the newlyborn republican spirit in the cantons, turned once again to Heinrich Zschokke.
Happily married since 1805, and with a growing brood of children to care for,
Zschokke was at first reluctant to return to public service, but he could no more
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resist a call to duty than could Benjamin Franklin, and so he accepted an
appointment to the Grand Council of Aarau. Thanks to his prestige, energy, and
political vision, his adopted canton soon became a model of religious tolerance
and democracy. Just as Franklin had campaigned for the abolition of slavery,
Zschokke argued vigorously against religious bigotry. To borrow a phrase from
Franklin, Zschokke believed that the Swiss cantons should hang together, lest
they hang separately, and he waged spirited warfare against what he christened
the Kantonli-Geist, by which he meant the kind of provincial mentality which put
cantonal interests -above the national interest. Ideally, Zschokke envisioned a
united Switzerland modeled after the United States of America, a country in
which the central government would allow the component states a reasonable
degree of autonomy, but where regional differences would be subordinated to the
needs of the nation. In 1829 Zschokke once more retired from public life. With
undiminished energy he returned to the activities he loved: writing, editing,
scientific research, and pedagogy.

Following Franklin's example, Zschokke

established a foundation that encouraged impoverished youths to study at
universities, a privilege which in Zschokke's day was reserved for the middle and
upper classes. Nor were universities his only concern: o.n his many journeys
through the Swiss countryside, Zschokke had been appalled by the plight of the
many citizens handicapped by speech and hearing impairments. Stigmatized as
"cretins," these unfortunates were denied education and employment and were
thus condemned to a life of misery. Zschokke resolved to translate his sympathy
into action.

Using the leverage of his powerful position, he persuaded

educational authorities in Aarau to open Switzerland's first school for the speechand-hearing impaired. To underscore his commitment to the project, Zschokke,
aided by his redoubtable wife Nanny, took personal charge of the school. Just
as he had hoped, the school soon became a model for similar schools throughout
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Switzerland.
Blessed with robust health well into his eighth decade, Zschokke, now
truly an elder statesman, undertook extensive journeys to France, Holland, and
various German cities. At home in Aarau there was a constant stream of visitors
eager to meet the famous author, statesman, scientist, and pedagogue. Only when
Zschokke was 76 did his enormous vitality begin to ebb; within a year he was
bedridden with a terminal illness. · Yet fate is sometimes kind to those who serve
their country well. Benjamin Franklin, one recalls, lived long enough to see
Washington inaugurated president and to watch the infant republic he had helped
call to life take its first, but steady steps. Likewise, Zschokke lived just long

enough to see one final, fervent wish realized: on the day the Swiss Constitution
was ratified -- June 27, 1848 -- Heinrich Zschokke died.
From these brief biographical sketches one can see that the separate lives
of Benjamin Franklin and Heinrich Zschokke converged at various points and in
various ways; that despite .the spatial distance between them, and despite
differences of origin and language, the course of their lives reveals remarkable
parallels. This having been said, scholarly honesty compels the admission that
posterity has treated the memory of the two men unequally, thus widening, rather
than reducing, the .gap between them.

Benjamin Franklin today is far more

famous than he was in his lifetime. His kindly, avuncular features grace coins
and _curren~y; his name, his image, even his signature serve as constant reminders
of a grateful nation's indebtedness, in perpetuity, to a great man. Historians and
other scholars return again and again to the story of his life and his
accomplishments. Library shelves groan under the weight of numerous books for
both adults and children which keep his memory green.

As was true in his

lifetime, Franklin belongs to the world as much as he does to America.
Zschokke, by contrast, is almost a forgotten man, even in his adopted country,
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neglected by scholars and the general public alike. [8] His volumes of fiction
gather dust on library shelves, his scientific researches are regarded as dated, his
pedagogical reforms accepted as a matter of course, his Herculean feats as a
diplomat long since forgotten. His well-tended statue in the tidy Stadtpark of
Aarau draws few visitors, and even the recent celebration of 700 years of Swiss
independence sparked no new interest in his life and works. [9]
With sadness, one must repeat: history has not seen fit to couple the
names of Benjamin Franklin and Heinrich Zschokke. Surely it would be quixotic
to pretend that it will ever be otherwise. But those fortunate enough to have ties
to both countries, America and Switzerland, either through the accident of birth
or through the medium of scholarship and learning, may be inclined to put aside
history's verdict. Instead, they may well be struck by the spiritual kinship of two
men who, despite the miles and the years between them, made significant ·
contributions to science, education, publishing, and diplomacy that served not
only their own countries and their own times, but other -lands and future
generations as well. In this spirit a one-line epitaph might be appropriate which
neither Benjamin Franklin nor Heinrich Zschokke, each a modest man to the
core, would want to claim as his own, but which they richly deserve to share:

He left his country, and tJ:ie world, a better place than he found it. .
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NOTES

1

See: Benjamin Franklin, His Life As He Wrote It, ed. by Esmond Wright.
Harvard University Press (Cambridge, Massach1,1setts, 1989).

2

Surprisingly, relatively little importance has been attached to this bizarre
episode. For a detailed treatment of Dr. Edward Bancroft's undercover
activities, as well as an excellent overall summation of Franklin's life and
importance, see Benjamin Franklin by Ronald W. Clark (Random House,
New York, 1983). See especially pp. 318-320.

3

Unlike Franklin's autobiography, Zschoklce's memoirs are relatively
difficult to come by. Quotations in English are taken from an edition long
out of print, HeinrichZrchokke's Autobiography, translated by C. Whiting
(London: Chapman and Hall, 1845). Seep. 25. For a ·recent reprint of
the original German, see Eine Selbstschau, ed. by Remy Chambon (Bern:
P. Haupt, 1977).

4

Autobiography, p. 40.

5

Among the many practical services to its readers, the Schweizer-Bote
reported in detail about the Swiss emigrants who had made new lives for
themselves abroad, and on the pros and cons of various "host countries."
For an informative commentary and analysis see Leo Schelbert, "Die
fiinfte

Schweiz in

Wohlerfahrenen

der

Berichterstattung

Schweizer-Boten',"

des

'Aufrichtigen

Schweizerisches

Archiv

und
fiir

Volkskunde 57 (1971):84-114.
6·

In preparing this article, I found the staff of the Sauerlander Verlag in
Aarau most hospitable and helpful. My special thanks are owed to Mr.
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Tobias Greuter, who gave generously of his time and supplied me with
much useful archive material.
7

Zschokke's many novels and novellas -- all of them very popular in his
day -- have largely passed into oblivion. However, a recent collection of
short prose fiction edited by Volker Michels at least rescued a few of
Zschokke's representative tales.

See: Hans Dampf in allen Gassen.

Humoristische E17iihlungen. Novellen und Fabeln, ed. by Volker Michels
(Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1980). Insel Taschenbuch 443. I have
drawn freely on the concise but thorough biographical summary in the
excellent Nachwort.

8

. Readers interested in a current, selective bibliography of Zschokke's
writings and with secondary literature dedicated to his life and works may
wish to consult the Dictionary of Literary Biography, Vol. 94 (London,

1990), pp. 327-338.
9

I wish to express my thanks to Pro Helvetia of Zurich,· Switzerland, for
having funded the initial phase of my Zschokke-research. For subsequent
financial assistance I am much indebted to the Research Foundation of the
University of Connecticut.

Donald H. Crosby
Professor of German Studies
and Comparative Literature.
· Emeritus
The University of Connecticut
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This nineteenth-century "Swiss Family Tree"
shows the various cantons, i11 their cantonal
coilJrs and with their respective coats of
arms, together with their dam ofunion or of
adherence to the confederation. From the
bottom, they are Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden (1308,folilJwing the original agreement ofAugust 1, 1291, between those three
forest cantons}; Bern, Zurich, Lucerne, Zug,
and G/.arus (1351-1353}; Fribourg, SoilJthurn, Basel, Schajfhausen, and Appenuff
(1481-1513}; and Geneva, Val.ais, Ticino,
A4rgau, St. Gaff, Grisons, Thurgau, Vaud,
and Neuchatel (I 803-1815).
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II.

A SWISS PHENOMENON: BAUERNMALEREI (PEASANT PAINTING)

Walter Angst.

Historical Notes
Ever since, some 50,000 years ago, the paleolithic Cro-Magnon aborigine
of Altamira (a large cave near Santander in Northern Spain) painted magnificent
pictures of wild animals on their cave walls, people of all kinds from many lands
have used colorants to embellish the interiors of dwellings. The use of pigments
mixed with various binders for decorating peoples' surroundings as an expression
of the human desire for beauty has fluctuated throughout the centuries, but has
never totally abated.
With this presentation I am attempting to demonstrate a little-known
specific art form called "Bauemmalerei", that is, "peasant painting" of Swiss
wooden furniture.
During the end of the Middle Ages, the tendency arose in Europe to
decorate many more different wooden objects than previously had been the
custom, foremost among them the chest. An invention of the 15th century,. the
chest (made of planks, later consisting of a framework and panels), had most
often been carved in a characteristic manner called "linen fold", resembling the
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flowing folds .of cloth. Now, color was added.
Starting slowly in the 16th century with dark line-designs on blank
surfaces, by the 17th century a widespread fad burst forth to paint wooden
furniture in a peculiar, but locally popular fashion which today is considered
quaint. This art form was characterized by the paint covering the entire exterior,
thus permitting the use of woods of inferior quality. This art form is terined
"peasant painting" because it was practiced mainly by itinerant artisans who
traveled from farm to farm. Also, there were rural cabinetmakers who decorated
their own work.
•

This peasant art was mainly concentrated in the more mountainous areas
of Europe, i.e. Switzerland, Bavaria, upper Austria, Tirol, Sweden and Norway.
It was also found in such territories as Franconia, Saxonia and Silesia.

In

Germany, Austria and the Scandinavian countries, it rather suddenly faded away
by the middle of the 18th century and died out completely by the beginning of the
19th century. It lasted much longer in the Swiss Cantons, especially Bern and
Appenzell, where it still flourished at the end of the 18th century.
Today, it is still practiced to a limited degree in the Alemannish speaking
part of Switzerland. In America, the demise of peasant painting was delayed,
being practiced in a relaxed form into the 19th century by Pennsylvania Dutch
artists (many of whom were of Swiss ancestry).

Technical Aspects
"Peasant art", the colorful, painted decoration of wooden furniture and
furnishings, is determined by the culture of the farmer. People living in cities
generally did not feel the same need to brighten up their housewares. In fact, the
more "citified", more harried and shallow the farmer became, the less use he had
for the multicolored embellishments. After about 1800, many a splendid piece
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of furniture was overpainted, stripped or relegated to the barn or the chicken
coop, to be irretrievably lost to posterity.
Still, an old fashioned farmer, especially a mountain peasant, did not have
a particular affinity for "fine" furniture. While he preferred his more sturdy,
"primitive" household goods, he often wished to enhance them with colors. He
many times expressed his life style with decorations of an agricultural, religious,
patriotic or even magic nature.
At least in Switzerland, stylized flowers and flower vases abound. Above

all other decorative elements, tulips, roses, starflowers, carnations, bellflowers,
narcissus and sunflowers are favorites.

These floral embellishments, applied

either freehand or with stencils, are usually depicted in symmetric arrangements
and augmented by hex signs, all kinds of birds and heraldic shields. In fact, the
conventionalized animal forms of heraldry, such as unicorns, bears, lions or
fabulous beings, were borrowed directly from heraldic cogniz.ances.

Human

figures (hunters, bride and groom, angels, etc.) w.ere relatively rare.
The appearance of favorite motifs, such as lattice ornaments, or votive
. paintings, or specific stylized floral arrangements based on arabesques, as well
as preferred color schemes, is not only delineated by time, but also by certain
areas. In eastern Switzerland, for instance, a palette of pale blue, red, yellow,
green, highlighted by yellow and separated by black and white is prevalent, while
in Bavaria a more somber combination of dark blues, deep reds and grays
predominates. ·
Originally, the designs were based on the circle (easily composed with the
compass), the lozenge and the square.

But later these were augmented by the

arabesque which came from the Orient via Venice and Spain to the Swiss
mountains. When, at the beginning of the 17th century, the tulip motif came into
the country from Holland, the rosette and carnation were contrasted with the
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endless variations of this lily-like flower. In all depictions, a strong stylization
was achieved.
This love of decorating the contents of a household is an expression of the
Baroque period with its extravagant forms, _violent clashes of colors and often
precarious balance of hues. In Swiss peasant painting, however, this love found
a strongly disciplined limitation through the strictly symmetric .structures of the
decorations, which goes back to the early Middle Ages. When the paint was
applied to wooden furniture, th~ artisan remembered the painted woodwork in his
churches, castles and public buildings. Frequently, the walls, panelings, beams
and ceilings in these edifices were embellished with drawings and paintings,
which often had a heraldic character.
True peasant painting was executed with an EGG TEMPERA, which was
applied in heavy, opaque touches, often creating impasto effects. Of course, it
is possible to paint in the style of "Bauemmalerei" with transparent colors, but
that was rarely ever done. A tempera is a complicated emulsion in which drops
of one liquid (an oil) are suspended in another liquid (a colloidal aqueous

•

solution). If it concerns a stable mixture of water and oil, such as with an egg
tempera, it is crucial that these drops are so small that they stay suspended and
do not coalesce.

The particles of oil must be separated from the water by

molecules of an emulsifying agent. This is done, not so much by shaking, as by
carefully mixing the various ingredients of the tempera in the correct sequence.
In classical painting, egg tempera was often used as a "glair", that is, it
was made only with egg-white. Also, an egg tempera made only with the yolk
was a standard paint medium. The itinerant artisan, however, rarely separated
the yolk from the egg-white and used the whole egg.
If he did not have eggs available, he used other binders, such as
buttermilk, curd made from soured skim milk, quicklime-casein and lime as well
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as unripened natural cheese, rye flour paste, blood, beer, dextrin, gum arabic,
isinglass, hide glue, fish glue, frog-egg glue or similar emulsifying gelatinous,
aqueous colloids.
There are very many formulae for egg tempera. My egg tempera recipe
from 1640, which I have used since 1959, was handed down to me as a trade
secret in 1939 by a "Bauernmaler" from Appenzell, Switzerland. It allows for
an impasto, even strongly textured paint application with vivid hues of great
intensity, a characteristic of peasant paint.

This medium is mixed with dry

pigments - in true peasant painting consisting of earth colors only.

The Pigments
The following were the most used pigments:

Yellows - yellow, golden, red, or brown ochres (goethites), raw sienna (hydrated
ferric oxide), burnt sienna (calcined raw sienna), raw umber (brown manganese
dioxide), burnt umber (roasted raw umber);

Brown - bituminous earth, van Dyke brown (lignite or brown coal);
Red - iron oxide (hematite), red lead (minium), natural cinnabar (mercury

sulphide), brick red (roasted clay);

Green - verdigris (copper basic acetate), green earth (celadonite), malachite (basic
copper carbonate);

White - white lead (basic carbonate), chalk (limestone), natural barite (barium
sulphate), gypsum (hydrous sulfate of lime), China clay (kaolinite);
Blue- - azurite (basic copper carbonate), blue verditer (blue bice), natural

ultramarine (lapis lazuli), Prussian blue (ferric ferrocyanide);
Black - charcoal (imperfect combustion of wood), lamp black (amorphous

carbon), bone black (charred animal bone). As a rule, the peasant painter ground
his own pigments by hand.
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Usually, the raw wood was prepared with a thin coating of a paint-liquid
consisting of 3/4 boiled linseed oil and 1/4 turpentine and 20 drops of a siccative.
A second coat was thicker, containing less turps, and was applied in a coarse,
irregular manner. Sometimes, a coat of shellac was used instead. Often, an
irregular coat of egg tempera of blue, gray, green, red or black was directly
brushed onto the bare wood. Rarely did a peasant painter bother to prepare the
wood with a layer of gesso . . In later years, the ground was sometimes treated
with a water soluble dispersion paint, usually white or yellow, which was brushed
on in two thin coats.

Iconography
The design was then drawn onto this primer. It is important to realize that
almost all artists did abide by an unwritten code, restricting themselves to the
existing treasure of motifs, the traditional rules of composition, and the
conventional spectrum of colors. Few ever invented new designs. Since egg
tempera dries very fast, it is essential to work with speed, but very carefully;
mistakes .cannot be repaired! All designs were carefully planned, as egg tempera
does not lend itself to spontaneity in painting.
All tempera colors will darken with age.

Therefore, it is especially

important to be discerning in applying a distress (usually black and burnt umber)
for the creation of "new antiques", as any applied distress can never be removed.
_ However, truly old pieces never had an artificial distress; the farmers wanted
lively, brilliant colors. On the other hand, knots in the wood must be isolated
with shellac; otherwise they will bleed through even impasto layers of paint.
In most cases, the paint, which provides a clear, luminous effect, was left
as is, although some painters finished it with a haze-thin layer of lacquer or wax,
obtaining a silky lustre. The same effect can be achieved by lightly rubbing the
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(completely dry) uncoated paint with wool.
The albumen in the egg-white supplies the adhesion for the paint and dries
to a strong film.

In a few years, the egg tempera becomes stone hard, is

insoluble in water and even resists ordinary varnish removers; only enzymes will
redissolve it.

Floral Lore
Most basic flower-forms are imbued with symbolic meaning in Swiss
folklore.
For instance, the tulip (originally a wild flower in Persia), is considered
the symbol of the perfect lover. As the legend goes, it grew from the heartbreak
of a rejected lover who went into the desert in desperation. From each tear that
fell from his eyes to the ground, a beautiful flower grew, the tulip. By 15C>q, the
blossom was cultivated in Turkey and in fact was the badge of the Osman rulers.
Today, it is the national ~mblem of Holland, where it was introduced in 1562.
Likewise, the carnation - so called because originally it was pale pink, like
skin - is deemed in Switzerland to be a symbol of love; especially mother love.
An old story claims that carnations grew up from the tears that Mary shed on her
way to Calvary. Since the 1940s, a dark red carnation is used by adherents of
the Swiss labor movement who wear it in the First of May demonstrations.
The rose, one of the oldest cultivated plants, is considered the queen of
all flowers. It symbolizes beauty, grace, youth, love, silence and secrecy. It is
the flower most used as a stylized heraldic design. The custom to decorate a
ceiling with a rosette is a remnant of the ancient belief that "sub rosa" (below the
rose) one is sworn to secrecy.
·According to Greek mythology, Chloris, goddess of flowers, found a
nymph who had died in the woods. Out of pity, she transformed the beautiful
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girl into the most beautiful flower existing and asked the other deities to help her
with her creation. Thus, the rose received beauty from Aphrodite; joy, charm
and brilliance from the three Graces; and from Dionysius, nectar and fragrance.
Zephyrus blew away the clouds so Apollo could bless her with the sun's rays.
Aphrodite then gave the queen of flowers to her son, Eros, the god of love .
. The narcissus, symbol of egotism and conceit, is said to have originally
been a vain Greek youth who spumed the love of Echo, a servant of Hera, and
wasted his days gazing at his own reflection in clear pools of water.

The

narcissus is also symbolic of the youthful death of a poet, artist, or musician.
The ancient Greeks believed that man's soul is in his reflection; thus staring at
one's image in the water was considered a sin.
:Meanwhile, poor grieving Echo weakened so much that only her voice
remained. As a punishment, Nemesis, deity of vengeance, told the water-spirits
to drag the boy's soul out of him, and Hera transformed him into the narcissus
flower. As a result, we have narcissi growing near the water's ·edge, where they
are mirrored, soon to fade away. When a Swiss artisan painted a narcissus, he
not only demonstrated his sense of beauty, but also his penchant for moralizing.
The sunflower, a relative newcomer to the Swiss peasant painter, was
sacred to the Incas as a personification of their sun. god. The large disk of this
flower certainly has all the attributes of a sun emblem and lends itself well to a
spectacular treatment in any paint medium.
In Swiss folklore, the sunflower (sometimes called "sun rose") has a
similar, albeit secular meaning and is considered a symbol of optimism and joy.
It has long been planted for its oily seeds and some species are cultivated for their
tubers, which taste similar to potatoes.
Star flowers can be meant to portray a simple marguerite, also called daisy
(a contracti~n of "day's eye", from this plant's ability to close its petals on a
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rainy day), or a more complicated passion flower. The daisy is the well-known
oracle of love; the infatuated one plucks the petals one by one from the flower
to establish whether "he loves me; he loves me not."
Some people believed that the passion flower grew upon the Christian
cross. Therefore, the various parts of this plant were identified with the symbols
of the passion. The ten petals personify the ten faithful Apostles (the two missing
. ones being Peter and Judas). The corona stands for the crown of thorns and the
stamens for the five wounds, while the ovaries indicate the hammer, and the three
styles, the nails.
Swiss herbalists have long used a tea brewed from the passion flower for
calming the nerves and as an effective sleep-inducing medication.
Bellflowers, such as the snowdrop, cowslip (primula veris), daffodil,
crocus, .or lily-of-the-valley (called "Meieriesli"

= bunch of little flowers

in a

row), being spring flowers, represent hope· and consolation. Of the latter, it is
said that it sprung up after terrifying battles between St. Leonhard and the dragon
"Temptation". The hermit conquered the beast and from his drops of blood the
lovely flower arose.
Back home, we call the daffodil "Easterbells", while a crocus we name
"Anemone". Easterbells are the emblem of the Annunciation because of their
trumpet-like corona. The ancient Greeks believed that Aphrodite, the goddess of
vegetation, made the anemone grow from the blood of beautiful Adonis, her
favorite youth, who was killed by a boar.
The Madonna lily (rosa junoris), a white flower known since antiquity,
symbolic of purity and resurrection, is fabled to have grown from the milk of
Hera, the queen of the Olympian gods.
Among the so-called ballflowers, the following species all figure in Swiss
peasant painting, especially in Bernese depictions: the Turk's cap lily (lilium
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artagon), the globose (incurved) chrysanthemum, denoting cheerfulness and

optimism and known in Europe since about 1689, the cone of the female hop
flower (humulus lupulus), used to brew beers for over a thousand years, the
globular globe thistle, emblematic of defiance, and the red clover, cultivated ever
since the time of the Celtic Helvetians (the aborigines of Switzerland) and
symbolizing goodness, as well as the yellow spherical marsh-marigold, which we
call by the poetic name, "Bachbumbele" (creek pommel), whose early leaves can
be used like spinach.
In addition, the balled rosette of the house-leek, symbol of vivacity, can
be found, even though more rarely. Superstition has it that the house-leek, if
permitted to grow on the roof of a house, will protect it from evil spirits,
lightning and fire, and ward off famine. It is more likely that it was planted there
to anchor the shingles in place. On the other hand, the pomegranate (although
strictly speaking a fruit) is encountered often. It is always shown partially open
and displaying its many seeds, being the classic syrribol of fecundity and progeny.
Even though Swiss folklore has always imbued flowers with special
mythical properties, such as medicinal powers, preventing lightning strikes,
telling the future, or leading to hidden treasures, typically alpine flora were
excluded by the peasant painters.

Thus, as surprising ·as it might seem, the

edelweiss, alpine rose, gentian, alpine poppy (papaver alpinum) crowfoot
(ranunculus alpestris), creeping forget-me-not (nigritella nigra) or colewort
(soldanella alpina) will normally not be found among the peasant paintings.

Neither will the geranium, perhaps because it is ubiquitous all over the country.
Its riot of colors is displayed on practically every windowsill of any proper Swiss
farmhouse.
Conversely, fanciful phantasy flowers are a frequent part of the inventory
of the peasant painters' flower shapes. In fact, since they rarely ever signed their
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work,_some specific phantasy form often served as their characteristic signet.

Other Iconographic Motifs
Of other designs often used in Swiss peasant painting, just three will be
mentioned. The hex-sign - dividing a circle into six segments - was the symbol
of magic and protection for the farmer.
and curses ("Hax", German: "Hexe"

It was meant to ward off evil spirits

= witch).

While a hex-sign (a hexagram)

was supposed to provide protection from sorcerers and enchanters, to put a "hex"
on someone means the opposite: to bewitch someone.
The flower vase clearly is a device that allows a floral design on a vertical
surface to be visually anchored at its base. It must be understood as a depiction
of the earth, even though superficially it is just a convenient flower pot. Out of
the earth grow the flowers on a central stalk, which really is the disguised "tree
of life" (arbor vitae) in the Garden of Eden. (Its _fruits provide immortality.)
The "tree of life" (in various forms) is a universal symbol of immortality, found
in all cultures.
Probably the most often encountered accessory to flower motifs are birds
of every kind and description, real and fancied. Since ancient times, birds were
believed to be the messengers of the gods

They were the demiurges who

fashioned the material world and created the nether world; the collaborators of
man in many myths and folk tales. A winged creature could also represent a
spirit, angel, or the soul. Thus, the "tree of life" is often surrounded by birds,
that is, the souls of the faithful.

Color Symbolism

In evaluating an artifact decorated in the peasant painting style, one should
observe not only the designs, but also the colors used and juxtapositioned.
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Sometimes, the artist wanted to convey his interpretation of their emblematic
values. Swiss people harbor a deep:.seated appreciation of the ancient symbolic
· meaning of the seven basic colors, which were often used by the peasant painter
in their pure form. (This purity produces a high refractive index.)
In the people's mind, red traditionally denotes love, blood, fire, passion.
Green stands for hope, vegetation and sympathy. Yellow signifies jealousy, joy,
light, the sun and intuition. Brown implies the bounty of the good earth. Blue
means fidelity, intellect, justice and devotion. White connotes purity, innocence
and faith. And black indicates mourning, penitence and fertility. Thus, peasant
painting should be appreciated not only for its graphic beauty, but also its
symbolic meanings.
As we all know, tastes in furniture style vacillate. In 1962, when I first
exhibited my painted pieces, the visiting public was utterly indifferent to the
colorful decorations. At that time, "French provincial" was all the rage, inspired
by Jacqueline Kennedy's refurbishing of the White House. Some years later, at
the time of the 500-year celebration of Columbus, everyone who thought that they
were "much more" better - not just better - than average citizens, had to have
Spanish "antiques" - even if they had been fabricated in the 1920s or even later.

Genuine and Modem Antiques

It is. relatively easy to spot both a modem and a fake piece of peasant
painting. The first key is the fact that truly old egg tempera is a highly refractory
paint. It cannot easily be dissolved, deformed or chemically changed once it is
fully cured. A refractory paint effectively insulates seasoned wood from the
influences of fluctuating temperatures and relative humidity - at least to a
satisfactory degree - provided the inside of the decorated wood is also covered by
a protective layer, such as paint ·or shellac.
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A work of art executed in the style of peasant painting, but with modem·
paints, cannot be very old. They did not make acrylics, aniline pigments (coal-tar
colors), cadmium red (cadmium sulfo-selenite), or chrome yellow (lead chromate)
in the 17th century!
Whenever I produce an "instant museum" piece of peasant painting, I am
always sure to incorporate some easily detectable modem pigment, or I paint over
· a purposely inserted panel of plywood. (They obviously did not have plywood
in the 18th century either.) When you find an "old" piece of furniture decorated
with a glazing color applied with the full brush pressed against a cellulose nitrate
ground, thus resulting in a tear-shaped leaf or petal, you know that it cannot be
an "antique".

The Conservator's Role
A conservator confronted with the treatment of a damaged piece of peasant
painting faces the age-old dilemma: How far may you ethically go to repair the
painting? In my experience, the best approach is the one we always took at the
Smithsonian: Do as little as possible commensurate with the integrity of the
artifact. To prevent further and future deterioration, stabilize it structurally and
chemically as needed for safety, using proper techniques and redissoluble,
compatible, inert materials. In principle, it is better to do nothing at all and
accept the damage as a sign of the object's history, rather than to doctor the paint
layer. If one must inpaint, it is essential to use an easily redissolvable filler and
paint. In other words, I would not inpaint with another egg tempera.

Conclusion
All over the world, flowers are revered.

They are perceived as the

children of the sun, the work of the life-giving deity. As a token of hope, they
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are given to the bride; as a ·symbol of the transitoriness of life, they are put on
a grave. Even the prehistoric cave dwellers gave gifts of flowers to their dead.
For us modems, flowers are the one link to our former unity with mother nature
that we have still preserved.
One should not think of the peasant painter as a "primitive" or naive artist.
It takes considerable skill ~o stylize a flower, to reduce it to its pictorial
abstraction.

In most cases, the color harmony, proportions, and technical

execution of the paintings are masterful.

The peasant painter performed an

important service to his society by presenting a narration of .plants that far
surpasses . mere realism. He expressed an ancient abstraction of the oneness of
mankind with nature, demonstrating in each painting, as it were, the center of the
world and the eternal resurrection from the reality of death. Thus, he practiced
a useful mythology we have largely lost, and his painting deserves the attention,
study and protection by the lover of art as well as the folklorist and historian.
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Six Illustrations
Essentially all pieces of furniture decorated in the style of peasant painting
are today in museums. Most of them (except for the Pennsylvania Dutch pieces)
have been described and illustrated in German language books. It is, therefore,
unavoidable to consult previously published material to acquaint one with
representative examples.
Since it was impossible to obtain permission from various copyright
holders and museums to publish illustrations of genuine old pieces of furniture
decorated in the peasant painting style, included here are six pictures of
"new antiques". I apologize for my presumptuousness in representing the Swiss
peasant painting style with my own work.

1. Comer cabinet with bow front and two doors, pine, 100 x 75 x 43 cm., ·
English, about 1820; decorated freehand with egg tempera by the author in 1959.
Door Panels: black; foliage: light green; tulips: golden yellow,- light red, blue;
carnations, narcissi & ballflowers: white; starflowers: red; quartfoils: blue.
Stiles: stalk: dark green; leaves: light green; narcissi, .tulips, starflowers: yellow,
red; ballflowers, narcissus, starflower: white. The unpainted areas are coated
with orange shellac.
2. Chest with lid, 75 x 45 x 37 cm., pine; made and decorated freehand
with egg tempera by the author in 1959: light blue. Lid: foliage: light green;
tulips: golden. yellow; narcissi: white; starflowers: brick red. Sides: foliage: dark
green; tulips: dark orange yellow; starflowers: brick red; pomegranates: dark
yellc;>w, white, red. This piece is distressed with burnt umber.
3. Grandfather clock, ca. 139 x 33 x 18 cm., spruce, English, ca. 1754; .
decorated freehand with egg tempera by the author in 1961. Case: blue; trim:
bnck red, door panel: black; flower vase: light blue; foliage: light green;
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sunflower: yellow; tulips: yellow, red; goldfinch: yellow, red, blue; narcissi,
carnations and cinquefoils: white; starflowers: red. Panel of base: black; trim:
brick red; foliage: light green; tulips: yellow, white red; starflowers: red, blue;
carnations, lilies-of-the-valley and ballflowers: white; flower vase: yellow, white.
Hood: moldings and columns: rick red; panels: black; foliage: light green; tulips,
hex signs, and tooth molding: yellow; starflowers: red, blue; quartfoils and lilies
of the valley: white.
4. Chest with lid, 75 x 50 x 38 cm., sugar pine, made in 1959, decorated
freehand with egg tempera in 1984 by the author. Panels: deep carmine red;
Skirt: olive green; rocks: white; unicorns and flowers: pinkish white; horns,
hooves and center of flowers: oil-gilded with 23 karat gold leaf; trees, branches
and calices: black.
5. Recipe box, 144 x 104 x 104 mm., fir; made and decorated with egg
tempera by the author in 1962: light green.

Sides: tulips: red, white, blue,

yellow; Lid: tulips: red, yellow; phantasy flower: blue, white red; starflowers:
· red.
6. Trunk with lid, 90 .x 53 x 39 cm., fut made and decorated freehand
with egg tempera by the author in 1974.

Case: reddish-brown; Base: light

brown; Panels: cream; foliage: dark green; carnations and tulips: carmine red;
starflowers and tulips: golden yellow; lilies-of-the-valley: white; ballflowers:
white, green. The drawers, purplish brown with a white edge, are make-believe.

All paint was applied impasto and is not covered by any coating.
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REVIEWS

John W. Kleiner and Helmut T. Lehmann, eds., The Corresporu:lence ofHeinrich

Melchior Muhlenberg, Volume I, 1740-1747. Camden, Maine: Picton Press,
. 1992, 376 pp.
Representing· the first volume of the English translation of the
correspondence of the Patriarch of American Lutheranism, this work contains 69
items to and from HMM in the time period of 1740-47. Although accessible in
a recent German edition (Die Korrespondenz. Heinrich Melchior Muhlenbergs: Aus

der Anfangszeit des deutschen Luthertums in Nordamerika,. Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 1986- ), this work is nonetheless a significant contribution to our
understanding of the German-speaking element of the 18th century, which will
be extraordinarily useful to the general reader as well as to scholars.
Indeed, the editors quite correctly note that they have rescued the
correspondence of HMM "from the ghetto of being limited to the few and made
available for all who read English." (p. xix). This is a sad, but nevertheless
accurate commentary on the status of American scholarship, not all of which, but
a great deal of which may be characterized as Anglo-oriented and monolingual
scholarship. Anyone knowledgeable of German recognizes how time after time
again American historical writing presents only part of the story as the whole
story of American history, namely the Anglo-American dimension, and draws
only on English-language sources.
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Elsewhere, the reviewer has stated that only major sources should be
translated, since ultimately what is needed is an academia which is multilingual
in the U.S. Since that is not the case at present, we are in great need of Englishlanguage editions of major sources, such as this work, as it illuminates the
multifarious dimensions of life amongst the German-speaking people of America
in the 18th century.
In these 69 items, each of which is followed by meticulously edited
,

endnotes, we follow HMM from his first call as a pastor and teacher in Upper
Silesia to his life and work in America. The work provides insight into the
German element of the time, and HMM notes that German-speaking people from
~

across Europe were to be found in the seven provinces of Pennsylvania, Jersey,
New York, Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, and New England. He clearly
conveys a grasp and understanding of this community and its diversity, especially
with regard to its church orientation. Indeed, this work provides a wealth of
information not only on the German-speaking Lutherans, but on the Reformed
Church and the sectarians as well.
The commentary of HMM is revealing. For example, he notes of the
conditions upon his arrival that "The majority of the populace is still untamed and
it appears that in one year I cannot get rid of the disorder and confusion which
crept in during the course of thirty years, especially because the bad always
· insinuates itself more easily than the good." (p. 123) Indeed, he notes "The old
heathen practices of dancing, gaming, overeating and overdrinking at weddings
and the like are long-standing privileges in the country, and the people brought
these privileges with them from Germany." (p. 123) He even complains of a "socalled Lutheran" who "put the boot" to his father-in-law.
HMM is not only critical of his Lutheran brethren, he also has a few
words for the non-Lutherans. For example, the Moravians "harass and backbite
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wherever they can. (p. 123) He especially has quite a bit to say about Sauer and
_his press, whose publications HMM states contain "many a crude 'Slander and
mockery against religion and the church and various errors destructive of souls.

11

(p. 336) ·He even notes how he examined Sauer's printing of the Bible to make

sure that it had been printed "in an unadulterated manner according to Luther's
translation and without Sauer' s own comments." (p. 336) He also reproaches
Sauer for writing to him and calling him "a godless man, a cheat, a thief and a
swindler." (p. 337) HMM goes on to provide other critical commentary about
Sauer' s press and publications, all of which add to our understanding of
community life amongst the German-speaking Americans of the 18th century.
All of the above indicates that here we have the record of the entirety of
HMM's views and perspectives as reflected in his correspondence. He writes of
the hard life in the New World, stating that "Most congregation members work
11

harder than in Germany. (p. 299) And he notes the plight of being suddenly
thrust not only into rural conditions, but into the frontier context, as he notes that
"The French Indians are wreaking horrible havoc among our poor German
compatriots in the New York area... on the one side is the ocean, on the other
wild Indians ... " (p. 305)

It is a pleasure to read and page through a work so finely edited, but it can
also readily be consulted as a reference work, as the index provides access to
names and places. For example, if one is interested in the German element in
Charleston, there are numerous references. -I am hoping that the non-German
reading American scholars will make use of this volume with ·regard to 18th
century American history, as it illuminates the dimension of the German-speaking
people of that period.

Don Heinrich Tolzmann
University of Cincinnati
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Joachim Remak_, A Very Civil War: 1'he Swiss Sonderbund War of 1842.
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1993, 221 pp.

The Sonderbund war of 1847 was, as the author convincingly
demonstrates, "a very civil war." Unlike the later North American sectional
conflict, Switzerland's regional strife lasted but twenty-five days and cost fewer
than a hundred lives.

Yet these statistics belie the rancor that divided the

•

opposing parties, the more than 150,000 men under arms on both sides, and the
very imminent danger of international involvement.
The events that brought the Swiss to this impasse were both local and
European-wide.

The episode of the Sonderbund fits into the mid-nineteenth

century struggle between liberals and conservatives that exploded with such force
in 1848 throughout the continent. Ever since 1815 the Concert of Europe had
prevented any major changes in the status quo.

During the conservative

Restoration, the leaders of the reactionary powers, and most especially the
Austrian minister Metternich, zealously watched for any revolutionary
developments and a number of international congresses dispatched troops to quell
liberal uprisings anywhere in Europe.
True enough, over time some changes occurred in this conservative age.
In 1815 the Federal Treaty had returned Switzerland to a loose confederation
whose twenty-two cantons for all practical purposes acted as sovereign states.
But its guarantee of civil rights and the establishment of a federal army were
indeed innovations.

In 1830 the July revolution installed a constitutional

monarchy in France, and in tum these events influenced the political
arrangements in some of the Swiss cantons. During the next fifteen years--called
the "Period of Regeneration" --the larger urban cantons such as Zurich and Berne
adopted liberal reforms. Metternich and his fellow conservatives watched these
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developments witn an attentive and jaundiced eye.
Many Swiss as well as foreigners feared this regeneration. Seven Catholic
and conservative cantons believed they were threatened and reacted against the
liberal tide. By the late l 830s confrontation was in the air. The naming of the
controversial theologian David Strauss to a chair at the University of Zurich
created such an outcry that new elections had to be held and the new cantonal
government canceled his appointment in September 1839.

Afraid of a new

radical cantonal constitution, tne minority Catholics in Aargau agitated for a
separate canton. Riots resulted and the cantonal Grand Council dissolved all the
monasteries on January 13, 1841, causing a storm of criticism and protests from
both Swiss and foreign governments.

The beleaguered Catholics in Lucerne

counterattacked in a dramatic way . . On October 4, 1844, the Great Council
invited the Jesuits to run much of its canton's religious education, an act that was
to inflame public opinion in all parts of Switzerland and aroused acute paranoia
among liberals.
The first reaction to the return of the Society of Jesus was

an abortive raid

on Lucerne by anti-Catholic partisans. In December 1844, a group composed
mainly of Bernese students, led by a professor of history, unsuccessfully invaded
the conservative stronghold. A second partisan expedition against Lucerne in the
spring of 1845 proved a more serious undertaking. Under Ulrich Ochsenbein,
a young Radical leader in Berne, a larger number of irregulars attacked, suffered.
casualties, and were ultimately defeated. Ochsenbein was able to return to Berne
uninjured and resumed his political activities.
Against the backdrop of these dramatic events, seven conservative and
Catholic cantons formed a secret, separate league, the Sonderbund, on December
11, 1845. When the Protestant cantons became aware of this compact in June of
1846, they were predictably alarmed, and the situation became ever more
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polarized. Under Ochsenbein's leadership, Berne headed the Protestant camp,
while Lucerne led the Catholic forces.

The conservative activist Constantin

Siegwart-Miiller became their major spokesman.
Remak gives a clear definition of the issues dividing the cantons:
People seldom are prepared to take up arms for any single, simple
reason or even set of reasons, and to some extent what had been
taking place involved not just the issue of federal power versus
states' rights or even of Liberals against Jesuits. What came into
play as well was something of a confrontation between rural,
inward-looking cantons--those that had formed the nucleus of the
original Confederation--and newer, often outward-looking and
more prosperous urban cantons. Or, differently put, the lines
drawn sometimes were between those resisting modernization and
those endorsing it.
The liberal-dominated Federal Diet ordered the Sonderbund dissolved on
July 20, 1847, and the seven conservative cantons left the confederation three
months later. In November the Sonderbund attacked the Ticino. The Swiss Civil
War had begun.
The author next examines in detail the military story. Surprisingly the
dire forecasts of many Swiss leaders did not materialize. The conflict turned out
to be brief and almost bloodless. How did the Swiss avoid lengthy civil strife and
foreign intervention? Even those critical of the "hero-in-history" theory have to
admit that much of this can be attributed to General Guillaume Henri Dufour, the
commander of the Protestant forces. Scion of an old established Geneva family,
he was educated in France at the polytechnic institute in Paris and became a
lieutenant in the Napoleonic army, serving in the corps of engineers. In 1817 he
decided not to seek French citizenship, but to return to Geneva. Dufour remained
a soldier and wrote a book on military strategy. He also oversaw the design of
a topographical map of Switzerland and served as a magistrate.
In 1847 the Diet made Dufour commander in Chief of the Federal army.
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Then sixty years old, he was a doubly reluctant general: he hesitated to accept
the post and later he was unwilling to force a battle. His military goals were to
emphasize one target at a time, to keep killing to a minimum, and to display force
rather than apply it.

There is no doubt that Dufour' s avoidance of armed

engagements prevented high casualties, while his show of superior force first
before Fribourg and later at Lucerne brought their unconditional surrender on
November 24, 1847. Although the Sonderbund leaders appealed to Vienna for
· aid, Dufour's maneuvers rapidly defeated them before Metternich could organize
European intervention. The liberal Swiss were further helped by the outbreak of
revolutions in 1848. By the time the barricades went up in the streets of Paris,
the new Helvetian state was prepared to adopt its new constitution. For once the
Swiss had been in advance of .their neighbors.
There are several interesting parallels between the Sonderbund war and the
American Civil War. In both instances the cause of states' rights lost, and the
conflict contributed to the creation of a modem, unified nation-state.
This is the first account of the Sonderbund in English. Nor, for that
matter, is there much recent literature on this conflict in German or in French.
Perhaps this reflects the oft-repeated verity that the histories of smaller nations
are not the subjects of attention. American historians are seldom versed in Swiss
history. In reading A Very Civil War, they will not only find an interesting story
of the Sonderbund, but they will profit from Professor Remak:'s brief outline of
Swiss history. In a dozen pages, the author offers a sharp, bird's eye view of the
Helvetian developments from the founding of the medieval confederacy until the
mid-nineteenth century.

An extensive bibliography supplies leads for those

tempted to continue exploring Swiss history.
Professor Remak should be thanked for his felicitous style, a pleasant
surprise in diplomatic or military narratives. His limpid prose is an inspiration
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to those of us who do not have English as a first language. He is also a master
of the smooth link--every paragraph is neatly connected with the previous one.
These stylistic achievements make this serious treatment of the Swiss Civil War
a narrative that the public will enjoy.
The handsome production of this work should be praised. Monographs
usually do not look like coffee-table books and the latter do not have a reputation
for high scholarship. But A Very Civil War combines the appeal of an art tome
with the contents of exemplary scholarship.

Sabine Jessner
Indiana University
Indianapolis
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